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Overview

• What is Mobility poverty

• Where is more likely to suffer it

• Who is more likely suffering it

• Looking at the users!



What is Mobility 

poverty
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Traditionally, 
mobility 
poverty is 
defined as the 
lack of service 
for some 
social layers.



While other 
ones have 
good service….



even 
personalized….



Usually the (main) 
answer to mobility 
poverty is “more”. 

More buses, more
trams, more lines, 
more train, more taxi. 



Or “less”, that is, 
cheaper ticket.

Both are - of course -
good answers…



As HiReach, we tried to go beyond the 
traditional answer(s)…

• Focusing on the spatial elements 
• Focusing on the social layers
• Focusing on the “ability” to use a service



In other words, we aimed to understand 
user´s needs, abilities and their social-
geographical specificities. 

This goes beyond the traditional increase of 
service (which not always matches needs)



In other words, we aimed to understand 
user´s needs and abilities to navigate 
transport systems.



We have done the work 
• via a theoretical investigation. 
• via 6 EU field research.



Where is more 

likely to suffer it
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City versus rural 

In the city the “more” and 
the “less” approach can be 
applied (with some limits) 
rather easily.



The centralized top-down 
mass transit fails to offer an 
appropriate answer in low 
density areas



But also the 
suburban areas are 
very vulnerable to 
transport poverty!!!



Who is more 

likely suffering it
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• Children and young people
• Elderly 
• Low income and unemployed 
• People with reduced mobility
• Migrants and ethnic minorities
• People living in rural and deprived 

areas
• Women



Too often transport systems are thought 
for the more advantaged groups, those 
who has no problem in satisfying their 
mobility needs.



While, looking at the more vulnerable 
groups let us to understand how to feed a 
service according to their need and 
practice…



Focusing on the “ability” to use a service, 
that is, approaching transport service 
as a complex system.



Looking at the 

users!
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Spatial knowledge: 
I know where to go, and how to go.



Mobility as 
identity space, 
e.g. more than 
going 
from A to B



Transport knowledge and 
cognitive ability to use 
the transport system…

…including how to use 
the apparently “banal” 
escalator.



1. Solutions need to be customer-
friendly, easy use and, as much as 
possible, tailored.

1. They have to be considered carefully 
the spatial situation (urban, rural, 
semi-rural) too.



All this will be soon an 
open access book!!!



Thank you
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